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Efficiency is often the main objective when using switch-
ing regulators. High efficiency means less power drain on
the input source (batteries, etc.) and less heat buildup
around the regulator, allowing for smaller and lighter
power supplies and system enclosures. Practical switch-
ing regulator efficiencies typically range from 70%-90%.
The highest possible efficiency is desired when battery life
is critical or when package size restrictions preclude
effective heat removal.

Since switching powersupplies are not 100% efficient, the
lost power is dissipated as heat. Losses fall into a variety
of categories including switching transistors, clamp di-
odes, filter capacitors, controllers, and inductors. Exces-
sive temperature rise in any of these elements can stress
the power supply leading to premature failure. Therefore,
proper thermal design is essential for reliable operation of
switching supplies.

Calculating the power loss and selecting the proper heat
sink or package size for each switching regulator compo-
nent is not a trivial task. Many variables influence power
loss: circuit switching characteristics, DCand AC compo-
nent characteristics, input and output voltages and load
currents. Furthermore, power device contribution to effi-
ciency loss varies with circuit configuration.

To satisfy design requirements various switching regula-
tor approaches are possible. Before selecting the appro-
priate circuit, a review of the following considerations is
useful.

- Input Voltage Range
- Output Voltage
- Maximum Output Current
- Efficiency
- Form Factor
- Maximum and Minimum Temperature Range
- Price

Efficiency varies widely between switching regulator
architectures, input voltage and output load conditions.

Therefore, efficiency plots for various input and output
conditions accompany each circuit discussed in this
application note, allowing comparisons. Squeezing the
utmost efficiency out of aswitching regulator requires that
power components be selected properly. Trade-offs
between circuit complexity and efficiency influence final
circuit selection.

Basic Step-Up Switching Regulator

A common switching regulator requirement involves con-
verting a lower voltage to a higher voltage. Figure 1 shows
a basic step-up switching regulator. The LT1 070 is a fully
self-contained switching regulator that controls its inter-
nal switching transistor current to achieve output voltage
regulation.
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Figure 2. LT1070 Step-Up Converter Waveforms1

Figure 2 shows regulator operating waveforms. Since the
LT1070 has a ground referred power switch, the input
voltage is applied across the inductor when it is on. Trace
A is the Vsw pin voltage and trace B is its current. The
inductor current (trace C) rises very slowly as the mag-
netic field builds up. The rate of change of the current is
determined by the voltage applied across the inductor and
its inductance. During this interval energy is being stored
in the inductor and no power is transferred to the output.
When the switch is turned off, energy is no longer trans-
ferred to the inductor causing the magnetic field to col-
lapse. The collapsing magnetic field induces a change in
voltage across the inductor. TheVsw pin voltage rises until
clamp diode D1 forward biases. The diode current (trace
D) is distributed between the load and the output capaci-
tor. When the diode is reverse biased, the output capacitor
provides the load current. The 1% resistors control the
Note 1: Switching Regulator and OC-DC Converter are used
interchangeably in this text.

regulator's feedback loop, setting output voltage. The RC
network at the Vc pin provides loop compensation. Figure
3 shows the maximum output current for various input
voltages and power devices.
Trace C is the input capacitor's (C1) current waveform.
Capacitor current ramps up when the inductor is storing
energy and down when the energy is transferred to the
load. The input capacitor provides a low resistance AC
return path for the inductor current during switch on and
off times. Because of this, both the input capacitor and
inductor have the same current waveform.

Trace D is the output capacitor's (C2) current waveform.
The output capacitor's waveform is different than the input
capacitor's. Theoutput capacitor's current waveform ramps
down when charging and goes flat when providing current
to the load. The capacitor's ripple current waveform is
often misinterpreted. The waveform shows peak to peak
current. Capacitor current flows in both directions; into the
capacitor when charging and out when discharging. The
average capacitor current is zero, but its RMS value is not.
Appendix Bexplains capacitor current waveforms in greater
detail.

Figure 4 shows that efficiency for this circuit generally
exceeds 75%.
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Figure 4. LT1 070 Boost Converter Efficiency for Various
Input Voltages and Load Currents

Semiconductor Losses

The output diode is often a major source of power loss in
switching regulators, especially with output voltages be-
low 10V. Inherent forward conduction losses limit the



diode's overall efficiency. For output voltages below 10V,
Schottky switching diodes are recommended for their
minimum forward voltage drop and fast recovery time
characteristics. A Schottky rectifier, with a typical VI of
0.5V, introduces a loss of 4% for a 12Voutput and 10% in
a 5V output. Its low peak inverse voltage rating limits use
to low voltage applications. In higher output voltage
applications the silicon diode forward voltage loss is less
significant, becausethe diode's DCloss is a much smaller
percent of the total loss.

Another loss element is the LT1070's switching transistor
and its control circuitry. The bulk of this power loss is due
to the switching transistor's conduction losses. Switch
conduction loss includes both actual switch saturation
and driver circuitry losses. The internal power switch is a
bipolar device with a forced betaof 40. At low input voltage
and high switch currents, switch saturation losses domi-
nate with driver losses dominating under converse condi-
tions. Only at light load does the controller's quiescent
current significantly affect efficiency.

Capacitor losses and Considerations

Filter capacitors, if chosen properly, dissipate only a few
hundred milliwatts under worse case operating conditions
adding very little to overall power loss. The primary
concern when choosing a filter capacitor is its RMS ripple
current rating. The ripple current rating is selected to limit
temperature rise in the capacitor. Capacitors must be kept
within manufacturer's ripple current specifications for
efficient operation and long lifetime. Power dissipation
can be determined by multiplying the capacitor's Effective
Series Resistance (ESR) by the square of the RMS current.
Physically larger capacitors have higher RMS current
ratings than smaller capacitors since they have lower ESR
and more surface area to dissipate heat. Another alterna-
tive is to parallel several smaller capacitors to achieve low
ESR and acceptable component height. Appendix A dis-
cusses thermal consideration for aluminum electrolytic
capacitors.

RMS current can vary significantly between input and
output capacitors. Forthe boost circuit, the input capacitor
RMS current is 400mA RMS, while the output capacitor is
1.3A RMS for a 1A load. Therefore, the output capacitor
has to be larger than the input capacitor to handle the
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current. Appendix B details RMS current measuring
techniques.

Inductor loss Factors

A properly designed inductor will degrade efficiency by
only a small percentage. Inductor losses are broken up
into two categories: wire loss (copper loss) and core loss.
Trade-offs associated with wire size, inductor value, core
volume and core material influence final selection. Power
loss in the copper wire only becomes significant at high
current levels, since it is proportional to the square of the
RMS current. Inductor losses also varywidelyfordifferent
core materials and input voltages.

Basic Step-Down Switching Regulator

Many regulator requirements involve converting a higher
voltage into a lower voltage. Although a linear regulator
can do this, it cannot achieve the efficiency of switching
regulator-based designs. Figure 5 shows a practical step-
down switching regulator using the LT1074.
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Figure 5. LT1074 Positive Step-Down Switching Regulator

The operating waveforms for this circuit are shown in
Figure 6. When the LT1074's high side switch turns on it
pulls the Vsw pin to within 2.0V of the positive rail. Trace
A is the Vsw pin voltage and trace B its current. During this
period current flows from the input through the LT1074
and the inductor, and into the load. Inductor current is
shown in trace C. When the LT1074 power switch turns
off, the Vsw pin voltage drops until clamp diode D1
forward biases (trace D) providing a path for the inductor
to transfer its energy to the output. Figure 7 shows
maximum output current for various input conditions.
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Figure 7. VIN VS lOUTfor Positive Buck Converter

The filter capacitors provide a low impedance return path
for AC current. The output capacitor's current waveform
looks exactly like the inductor's current waveform (trace
C), except the capacitor's current has no DC component.
The RMS current for the output capacitor is quite low,
approximately 150mA RMS with a 1A load. The input
capacitor's current waveform is the same as the Vsw pin
current (trace B). Its ripple current is approximately equal
to 1/2 lOUT(500mA) and is noticeably higher compared to
the output capacitor current.

Figure 8 shows that efficiency can generally exceed 75%.
The output diode and LT1074 switch are the two main loss
elements. A Schottky diode is chosen for its low forward
voltage drop. It introduces a 5% loss whereas a silicon
diode would double this figure. The LT1074 switch has a
relatively constant 2.0V loss. At low input voltages effi-
ciency is degraded because this loss makes up a higher

Figure 8. LT1074 Positive Buck Converter Efficiency for Various
Input Voltages and Load Currents

percentage ofthe available supply. Higher inputs make the
fixed loss a smaller percentage, improving efficiency.

Floating Input Step-Down Switching Regulator

Figure 9 shows a way to obtain significantly higher effi-
ciency at low input voltages. This technique utilizes the low
saturation characteristics of the LT1070 power switch to
obtain efficiency in excess of 85% for a 9V input. In this
circuitthe input voltage negative terminal is not connected
to the output voltage negative terminal. The input must be
allowed to float. A floating input can either be a battery or
a galvanically isolated transformer's winding. This circuit
is particularly useful in battery application since battery
voltages are usually low and maximizing efficiency is often
a critical issue.

This circuit operates similarly to Figure 5. The primary
difference between this circuit and Figure 5 is the power
switch type and location. Here, one side of the inductor is
at ground potential and the LT1070's NPN power switch
connects the other side to the input supply negative
terminal. The LT1074 connects the inductor between the
output voltage and the positive supply rail. With the
inductor connected to ground instead of the positive rail,
a common emitter NPN can be used instead of the much
higher loss composite PNP used in the LT1074. This
minimizes the power transistor's voltage drop contribu-
tion to power loss. Appendix C compares the conduction
losses between the two switch types.

Switching waveforms are shown in Figure 10. The current
waveforms are identical to those of Figure 6. However, the
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Figure 10. LT1070 Floating Input Step-Down Converter
Waveforms

Vsw pin voltage transitions are different. For the LT1070
circuit the Vsw pin voltage swings from the negative
terminal of the input supply to a diode drop above the
output voltage, In comparison, the LT1074's Vsw pin
switches from the positive rail to a diode drop below
ground, Figure 11 details the maximum output current for
various input voltages and power devices, When the
LT1070 operates at a duty cycle greater than 50% its
maximum switch current is reduced, which causes the
decrease in maximum output current seen at low input
voltages,

The feedback senses the output with respect to the GND
pin, so a level shift is required from the 5V output. 01
serves this purpose, introducing only -2mVJOCdrift, (see
Equation 3), This is normally not objectionable in a logic
supply, but can be compensated for with the optional
appropriately scaled diode/resistor, (see Equation 4 in
Figure 9),

Figure 12 shows this circuit's efficiency characteristics,
Efficiency at low input voltages is signi1icantly higher than
the previous circuit becauseof lower power switch losses,
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Figure 12. LT1 070 Negative Buck Converter Efficiency for
Various Input Voltages and Load Currents

At high input voltages and low output current levels the
IC's quiescent current reduces the circuit's efficiency. The
diode, filter capacitors, and inductor losses are comparable
to the previous LT1074 buck circuit.

Figure 13 shows this circuit's topology used for negative
buck conversion. Its operating waveforms are the same as
shown in Figure 10. The common ground connection
between the input and output voltage does not change the
operating characteristics of the circuit.
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High Efficiency Step-Down Switching Regulator

Although more complicated than the previous circuit, the
high efficiency circuit in Figure 14 allows a common
ground connection between input and output. Here, circuit
complexity is traded off for increased efficiency at low
input voltages.

The circuit operating characteristics are similar to that of
the step-down regulator of Figure 5. In this case, an
LT1070 common emitter NPN output switch is used to
drive the inductorto the positive rail. Using an NPN switch
achieves lower conduction losses than the composite PNP
used in the LT1074.

The operating waveforms for this circuit are shown in
Figure 15. When the LT1070's switch turns on, it pulls the
GND pin to the input voltage. Trace A is the GND pin
voltage and trace B is its current. During this period,
current flows from the input through the LT1070 and the
inductor, and into the load. Inductor current is shown in
trace C. When the LT1070 switch turns off, the voltage on
the GND pin drops until the clamp diode is forward biased
(trace D is clamp diode current), providing a current path
for the inductor to transfer its energy to the output.
Maximum output current for various input voltages and
power devices is shown in Figure 16.
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the input voltage (trace E). This is accomplished by
bootstrapping C2 off the GNO pin of the LT1070. C2
charges up through 01 when the LT1070 switch is off.
When the switch turns on, 01 reverse biases allowing the
VIN pin to rise above the input voltage. The GNO pin is
pulled to within a few hundred millivolts of the input
voltage. The VINpin voltage is now twice the input voltage.
C2's stored charge provides adequate supply current and
base drive for the power switch during this interval.

The output voltage is controlled by the LT1431 , an adjust-
able shunt voltage regulator. The output voltage is set by
the ratio of R1 and R2, (see Equation 7 in Figure 14). The
LT1431 's error amplifier compares the reference pin volt-
age to its internal 2.5V reference. The LT1431 's output
drives a shunt transistor, 02, which absorbs current from
the Vc pin of the LT1070, adjusting duty cycle. The Vc pin
RC network provides sufficient loop compensation.

It is often desirable to put a switching regulator into
"shutdown mode", a condition where the switching regu-
lator is turned off and draws micropower current levels, to
maximize battery life. One solution is to place a MOSFET
switch in series with the input. This approach requires a
large power device and reduces efficiency at high output
currents. The LT1070 provides an elegant solution to this
problem by integrating a shutdown feature. When the
voltage between the Vc and GNO pin is pulled below
150mV, the IC shuts down pulling only 150JlA. This is
implemented by turning on 01, reducing the circuit's
quiescent current from 6mA to 150JlA.

When the input voltage is first applied to this circuit, the
regulator dumps full short circuit current into the output
capacitor, attempting to bring the output up to its regu-
lated value. The output can overshoot its desired value
before the control loop is able to idle back the output
current. This condition could overdrive 02, forcing it to
pull the voltage between the Vc and GNO pin below
150mV, and putting the LT1070 in its shutdown mode.
The output voltage would momentarily drop to zero and
remain there until the Vc pin rises above 900mV. To
preventthis condition from occuring, the Vc pin is clamped
by 03 and the 470k resistor is used as a pull up.

Figure 17 shows efficiency approaching 90%. Squeezing
the utmost efficiency from this circuit requires care. The
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Figure 17. LT1D7D High Efficiency Positive Buck Converter
Efficiency

power switch and the catch diode conduction losses are
the two main loss elements. These devices forward volt-
age drop must be minimized in order to maximize effi-
ciency. A Schottky diode is used for its minimum forward
voltage drop. The inductor selection is not a trivial task
since it can add a couple percent loss. Low core loss
material such as Molypermalloy, "high flux", "Kool Mu"
(Magnetics, Inc.), and ferrite cores should be used. Nor-
mal design procedure for wire size may have to be modi-
fied to reduce copper loss.

The LT1431 and associated control circuitry can be re-
placed by an LT1432. Refer to the LT1432 data sheet for
further details.

Positive to Negative Buck Boost Switching Regulator

A frequent switching regulator application is to produce a
negative output from a positive supply, usually 5V. One
approach is to usea transformer in a fly back topology, but
transformers are not off-the-shelf components. They are
expensive, especially in low volumes, and can have long
delivery times. Alternately, a negative output is easily
obtained with a simple inductor. Inductors are more
desirable than transformers in many converter designs
because they are readily available and economical. The
negative output requirement is easily fulfilled by the circuit
shown in Figure 18.

The operating waveforms are shown in Figure 19. When
the LT1074 switch turns on, current flows from the input
through the LT1074 and into the inductor. Trace A is the
switch pin voltage and trace B is its current. During this
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Figure 19. LT1074 Positive to Negative Converter
Waveforms

period current ramps up in the inductor (trace C)as energy
is stored in the core. When the LT1074 powerswitch turns
off, the voltage on the Vsw pin drops until clamp diode 01
forward biases (trace 0). This provides a current path for
the inductor to transfer its energy to the output. Figure 20
shows this ci rcuit can provide a 1A output for a4.5V input.

In this architecture the LT1074's GNO pin is tied to the
negative output rather than to ground. This technique
eliminates a level shifting op amp in the feedback path.
Feedbackis sensed from circuit ground, and the regulator
forces its feedback pin to 2.21V above its GNO pin. The
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output voltage can be varied by changing the R1-R2-R3-
R4 divider ratio, (see Equation 10 in Figure 26). The
LT1074 controls duty, cycle to achieve output voltage
regulation.

Positive to negative converters have a "right half plane
zero" in the transfer function, which makes them particu-
larly hard to frequency stabilize, especially with low input
voltage. R1, R2 and C3 form an AC feedforward path
neededfor loop compensation at low input voltages. They
can be omitted for VIN > 10V, or VINNOUT> 2. This net-
work along with C4 provides stable loop frequency
compensation.

Efficiency generally exceeds 60% as shown in Figure 21.
Efficiency is degraded at low input voltages where the
LT1074 power switch is responsible forthe majority of the
efficiency loss. Its 2.0V switch voltage drop cuts the
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Figure 21. LT1074 Positive to Negative Converter Efficiency for
Various Input Voltages and Load Currents
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efficiency by 28% at a 5V input; another 10% is contributed
by the output diode. Higher input voltages make the fixed
LT1074 voltage drop a smaller percentage, improving
efficiency.

High Efficiency Positive to Negative Switching
Regulator

The previous circuit has excellent efficiency performance
above a 12V input. However, at low input voltages the
efficiency falls off dramatically. The LT1074's internal power
switch voltage drop is the major contributor to the degra-
dation of efficiency. Figure 22 shows an alternative ap-
proach to generate a negative output from a positive input.
Here, the LT1070 low loss switching transistor achieves
remarkable efficiency levels, even with a 5V input.

This circuit is reminiscent of the high efficiency buck
converter of Figure 14. The control circuitry and the
manner in which the LT1070 power switch is driven are
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identical. However, the power components route the cur-
rent through the same course as the previous positive to
negative design; therefore, their switching characteristics
are the same.

The switching waveforms for this circuit are shown in
Figure 23. Trace A is the LT1070's GNO pin voltage and
trace B is its current. Current flows through the LT1070
and the inductor when the power switch is on. When the
switch turns off, the voltage on the LT1070's GNO pin
drops until diode 04 forward biases. Inductor current
(trace C) then flows through 04 (trace 0).

Figure 25 shows this circuit's efficiency approaches 70%
for a 5V input. The higher efficiency at low input voltage
results from the LT1070's extremely low switch conduc-
tion loss. The effect of switch loss can be seen by compar-
ing the efficiency characteristics of Figure 21 and Figure
25. The LT1074-based circuit's efficiency drops dramati-
cally at inputs below 9V.
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Figure 23. LT1070 High Efficiency Positive to Negative
Converter Waveforms
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Figure 24. VIN VS lOUT for High Efficiency Positive to Negative
Converter

LT1070 Negative to Positive Switching Regulator

This converter topology can maintain a constant output
voltage whether the absolute value of the negative input
voltage is greater or less than the positive output voltage.
This is extremely desirable in battery operated electronic
equipment. This flexibility reduces the number of battery
cells required and provides a constant output voltage over
the battery's complete operating range, maximizing bat-
tery life. The circuit is shown in Figure 26. This technique
can be used only if the input and output voltage negative
terminals are not connected to each other.

This circuit operates similar to the boost regulator of
Figure 1, but is intended for buck-boost conversion. Here,
the positive terminal of the battery is connected to ground
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Figure 25. LT1070 High Efficiency Positive to Negative Converter
Efficiency for Various Input Voltages and Load Current

and the LT1070's GND pin is connected to the negative
terminal. The feedback pin senses with respect to GND
pin, so 01 provides a level shift from the 5V output.

Figure 27 shows the circuit operating waveforms. They
resemble those of the boost regulator (Figure 2). The
primary difference between the two circuits is that the
inductor current does not flow through input capacitor C1
during the switch off time. This is noticeable in the input
capacitor's ripple current waveform (trace B). The ripple
current is significantly higher, compared to the boost
circuit, since the current is being pulled from the input
capacitor in pulses. This increased ripple current necessi-
tates a larger input capacitor. Maximum output current for
various input voltages and power devices is shown in
Figure 28.

Figure 29 shows circuit efficiency in excess of 75%. Once
again the main contributors to power loss are the switch-
ing diode and LT1070's internal power switch.

Flyback Converter

Many applications require multiple regulated output po-
tentials. A popular output combination is 5V and ±12V as
implemented in the circuit shown in Figure 30.

This circuit is a basic flyback regulator. The transformer
transfers energy from the 12V input to the 5V and ±12V
outputs. Figure 31 shows the operating waveforms for this
circuit. Trace A is the voltage at the Vsw pin and trace B is
its current. Duringthe Vsw on-time, the Vsw pin is pulled
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to ground forcing the input voltage across the primary
winding. After the initial jump, the primary current (trace
C) rises slowly as the magnetic field builds up. The
magnetic field in the core induces a voltage on the second-
ary windings, which is proportional to the input voltage
times the turns ratio. However, no power is transferred to
the outputs because the rectifier diodes are reverse bi-
ased. The energy is stored in the transformer's magnetic
field. When the switch is turned off, energy is no longer
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Figure 29. L11070 Negative to Positive Converter Efficiency for
Various Input Voltages and Load Currents

transferred to the transformer causing the magnetic field
to collapse. The collapsing magnetic field induces a change
in voltage across the transformer's windings. During this
transition the Vsw pin's voltage flies to a potential above
the input voltage, the secondary forward biases the recti-
fier diodes, and the transformer's energy is transferred to
the outputs. Trace D is the voltage seen on the 5V second-
ary and trace E is its current.

This is not an ideal transformer, so not all the energy is
coupled into its secondary windings. The energy left in the
primary winding causes the overvoltage spike seen on the
Vsw pin (trace F). This phenomenon is modeled by an
inductor term placed in series with the primary winding.
When the switch is turned off, current continues to flow in
the primary winding, causing 01 and 02 to conduct (trace
G). This diode network clamps the flyback voltage spike,
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preventing excessive voltage at the LT1070's Vsw pin.
When the primary current reaches zero, the Vsw pin's
voltage settles to a potential related to the turns ratio,
output and input voltage.

How well the unregulated outputs track each other, often
referred to as cross regulation, depends upon how tightly
they are magnetically coupled to one another. Post regu-
lators are needed on the unregulated outputs if the cross
regulation error is too great. Such error can beas much as
20% depending upon output loading conditions.

The isolated secondaries allow a negative voltage regulator
to be used to regulate the +12V output. The advantage of
the LT1185 over standard linear regulators is its ability to
control current limitto typically within 4%, between its 1A-
3A range, allowing the use of smaller rectifier diodes,
secondary windings wire size, and core size. The isolated
secondary windings' allows the input of the LT1185 to
float below ground. The LT1185 negativevoltage regulators
maintain both positive and negative outputs.

Figure 32 represents the total available output power for
various input voltages and power devices. For simplicity
the available output power is summed into the 5V output.
If the auxiliary outputs are used, the maximum available
current from the 5V output is reduced.

This flyback circuit's efficiency approaches 80% (see
Figure 33). Power is primarily dissipated in the LT1070,
catch diode 03, and zener diode 01. The LT1070 and catch
diode impose losses in the same manner as they did in the
previous circuits. The zener clamp diode is a power loss
element commonly found in f1ybackdesigns. It dissipates
energy stored in the transformer's leakage inductance. To
keep leakage inductance losses to a reasonable level,
leakage inductance should be kept to less than 1% of the
primary inductance.

For the f1ybacktopology, the output filter capacitor takes
a real beating at high output currents. This is due to the
transformer providing current to the output capacitor in
pulses. In many flyback designs the turns ratio is less than
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Voltages and Load Currents
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Thermal Considerations for Aluminum Electrolytic
Filter Capacitors

Aluminum electrolytic capacitors often fail in switching
regulators because many designers do not view them as
power components. Like any power device, capacitors
have thermal limitations which must be observed for
acceptable performance and reliability. Excessive capaci-
tortemperature can cause an open or short circuit, capaci-
tance drop, electrolyte leakage, increased leakage current
or safety venting.

Increased temperature causes a gradual evaporation of
the electrolyte through the capacitor's seal. As the electro-
lyte is lost, the capacitance is reduced and Effective Series
Resistance (ESR) rises, causing increased power dissipa-
tion.lfthis regenerative process continues it can cause the
capacitor to exceed its maximum thermal rating. In poorly
designed power supplies it is not uncommon to have early
field failures because the electrolyte in afilter capacitor has
dried up.

Filter capacitors are chosen by physical size rather than
capacitance value, since larger size capacitors have higher
ripple current ratings, lower ESR and more heat dissipa-
tion capability. Selecting the appropriate size for a given
application depends upon several factors:

- Ripple current rating/ESR
- Position on the PC board
- Maximum ambient temperature
- Load life

Additional factors include output voltage ripple and loop
stability. These secondary considerations are not treated
here.

The capacitor's operating ripple current sets the minimum
acceptable capacitance size. Maximum allowable ripple
current is selected to limit temperature rise in the capaci-
tor. This internal temperature rise is proportional to the
square of the capacitor's ripple current. Typical core to
ambient temperature rise is between 5°C to 10°C. For
reliable operation the capacitor must operate below the
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maximum allowable ripple current. Appendix B explains
how to measure operating ripple current.

There is a tendency for designers to select filter capacitors
based on capacitor value instead of ripple current. This
approach can be catastrophic because ripple current rat-
ings vary widely between capacitor technologies, manu-
facturers and voltage ratings. Figure A1 shows how varied
the ripple current rating is for similar value capacitors with
different voltage ratings. In this example, the 63V part can
handle over twice the RMS current of the 6.3V device
because the higher voltage capacitor is physically larger.

Voltage Rating 6.3V 10V 16V 25V 35V 50V 63V

IRMS (mAl 950 1060 1410 1660 1989 2120 2370

Nichicon PL series 105IlF-105°C

Figure A1. Ripple Current Ratings for Different Voltage Ratings

High ripple currents require capacitors to have low ESR,
greater surface area, and a high heat transfer constant.
Figure A2 shows the relationship between volume and
ripple current rating. Tall capacitors of equal volume as
short, fat ones tend to be able to dissipate more heat since
they can transfer the heat to the case surface more easily.

NICHICON PL SERIES
RIPPLE I AT .10S"C

,/

Figure A2. Ripple Current vs Volume

When the required ripple current is greater than the
maximum rated ripple current, it becomes necessary to
parallel capacitors. Paralleling allows sharing of the ripple
current between capacitors. The ESR of each capacitor
acts as a current ballasting impedance. In some instances
it may be preferable to parallel capacitors even when a

single device of higher ripple current rating is available.
This allows smaller size capacitors to be utilized. Heat flow
increases from multiple capacitors when compared to a
single device with a higher current rating because the heat
is spread over a greater area.

The ESR of the capacitor is the predominant cause of
internal temperature rise above ambient. The power loss
in the capacitor is determined by:

PCAP= (IRMS)2 • ESR
ESR = Effective Series Resistance
IRMS = Capacitor Ripple Current

Capacitor sizeversus ESRrating varies widely for different
capacitor technologies and between manufacturers. Fig-
ure A3 shows ESR vs Volume for Different Capacitor
Manufacturers.

:I:

~ 0.1
:<
a:~

Printed circuit board layout can have a dramatic effect on
a capacitor's operating temperature. For example, one
terminal of an output capacitor is often connected to a
catch diode. During full load conditions the diode can
reach junction temperatures in excess of 1aaoc, dissipat-
ing several watts. The diode's leads conduct the heat into
the PC board traces, where it can be transferred into the
fi Iter capacito r, elevating its internal temperatu re. Wide PC
board traces at the diode will dissipate this heat, reducing
capacitor heating.

Another frequently overlooked layout consideration is the
capacitor's location relative to heatsinks. Heatsinks radi-
ate heat, increasing an adjacent capacitor's temperature.



Capacitor load life includes both parametric and cata-
strophic failures. A capacitor is considered failed if capaci-
tance, ESR or leakage current exceeds maximum allow-
able variation. ESR variation is the parameter of primary
concern for switching regulators because, as ESR in-
creases, output voltage ripple and thermal dissipation go
up. The load life of a capacitor is rated in hours, typically
between 1,000 hours and 10,000 hours, with full rated
voltage applied across its terminals at a specified tempera-
ture, usually 105°C. Load life definitions vary for different
type of capacitors.

Load life increases for larger case diameters; refer to
Figure A4. Load life is primarily limited by electrolyte loss.
One reason for the increased load life between case sizes
is that larger devices hold more electrolyte; it simply takes
longer for the electrolyte to dry up.

Case Oiameter (mm) 0.5

Load Life (hours) 2,000

Nichicon PL series 105J.1F-105eC

Figure A4. Load Life Rating for Different Case Diameters

0.6

3,000

08
5,000

The load life specification of a capacitor can be a little
confusing. For example, a Nichicon PL series capacitor
with a case diameter of between 8mm-10mm has a load
life of 3,000 hours while being operated at 105°C. This
information as stated is not very useful, since most
products are designed to last longer than 18 weeks (3,000
hours), and will not be subject to 105°C.

The relationship between thermal stress and expected life
of the capacitor can be predicted by:

105ee - (Tx + 6.Tx)
Lx = Lo * 2 10

Lx: Life expectancy in actual operation (hrs)
Lo : Load life at maximum operating temperature

(hrs)
Tx :Ambient temperature in actual operation (0C)

liT x: Temperature rise produced by ripple current (OC)

Ii Tx = _lx_
2
e_E_S_R

BeA

Ix: Operating ripple current (A)
ESR :Effective Series Resistance (0)
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B : Heat transfer constant - determined by case
size (W/cm2/oC)

A: Case surface area (cm2)

A= ne¢D(¢D+4L)

4
<1>0 : Case diameter

L :Case length

Heat transfer constants are not normal data sheet param-
eters, but can be obtained from the manufacturer. Figure
A5 shows the heat transfer constant for United Chemi-Con
electrolytic capacitors. The heat transfer constant is pre-
dominately affected by the thermal characteristics of the
capacitor's aluminum case and its surface area. Since the
aluminum material is the same for all series capacitors, the
heat transfer constant depends only on surface area.
These thermal parameters assume that the case is com-
pletely filled with the foil winding. Not all capacitors' cans
are full, and should bechecked by disassembling a sample.

Equation A1 shows that with aluminum electrolytic ca-
pacitors, load life doubles for every 10°C drop in operating
temperature. The equation includes the effects of operat-
ing ripple current, ambient temperature and heat transfer
constant of the package.

Forexample, a United Chemi-Con SXE25VB471M1OX20LL
capacitor operating at a ripple current of 860mA and an
ambient temperature of 60°C would have an calculated life
time of 3.1 years.

Ix = 860mA, ESR = 0.14Q, La = 2,000 hrs, Tx = 60°C

<l>DxL=10x20(mm), B=0.0019, A=7.1cm2

liTx = 0.860A2 e 0.14Q = 7.060C
0.0019 e 7.1cm2

105ee - 60ee + 7.06ee
LX=2,000hrse2 10

Lx = 27,665 hrs = 3.1 yrs

The total lifetime and operating duty cycle of a product
must first be defined in order to generate a capacitor's
actual total operating hours. Then the lifetime equation
(A1) is used to select a filter capacitor that can meet these
operating conditions. Lap top computers, for instance,
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$Dxl A B B-A $D xl A B B-A
(mmxmm) (cm2) (W/cm2/oC) (WfC) (mmxmm) (cm2) (W/cm2/oC) (W/oC)

5 x 11 1.9 0.00210 0.00399 30 x 40 44.8 0.00097 0.0435

6.3 x 11 2.5 0.00208 0.00520 30 x 50 54.2 000090 0.0488

8 x 11.5 33 0.00206 0.00680 30 x 60 63.6 0.00085 0.0541

8 x 14 4.0 0.00200 0·00800 35 x 40 53.6 000090 0.0482

10 x 12.5 4.7 0.00201 0.00945 35 x 50 64.6 0.00084 0.0543

10 x 16 5.8 0.00198 0.0115 35 x 60 75.6 0.00080 0.0605

10 x 20 7.1 0.00190 0.0135 35 x 70 86.6 0.00076 0.0658

12.5 x 20 9.1 0.00182 0.0166 35 x 80 97.5 0.00074 0.0722

12.5 x 25 11.0 0.00178 0.0196 35 x 100 119.5 0.00070 0.0837

13 x 20 9.5 0.00182 0.0173 40 x 50 74.5 0.00080 0.0603

13 x 25 11.5 0.00178 0.0205 40 x 60 880 0.00075 0.0660

13 x 30 13.5 000170 0.0230 40 x 70 100.6 0.00074 0.0744

16 x 25 14.6 0.00164 0.0240 40 x 80 113.1 0.00072 0.0814

16 x 31.5 17.8 0.00156 0.0276 40 x 90 125.7 0.00070 0.0880

16 x 35.5 19.9 0.00146 0.0291 40 x 100 138.2 0.00070 0.0967

16 x 40 22.1 0.00140 0.0310 40 x 110 150.8 0.00070 0.106

18 x 31.5 20.3 0.00146 0.0297 50 x 60 113.8 0.00072 0.0819

18 x 35.5 22.6 0.00140 0.0317 50 x 70 129.6 0.00070 0.0907

18 x 40 25.1 0.00130 0.0327 50 x 80 145.3 0.00070 0.102

18 x 45 26.0 0.00122 0.0342 50 x 90 161.0 0.00070 0.113

22.4 x 30 25.0 0.00130 0.0325 50 x 100 176.7 0.00070 0.124

22.4 x 40 32.1 0.00112 0.0360 50 x 110 192.4 0.00070 0.135

22.4 x 50 39.1 0.00102 0.0399 50 x 120 208.1 0.00070 0.146

25 x 30 28.5 0.00120 0.0342

25 x 40 36.3 0.00106 0.0385

25 x 50 44.2 0.00097 0.0429

(Courtesy of United Chemi-Con)
Figure A5. Heat Transfer Constants for Various Case Sizes

might be expected to operate no more than four hours a multiplier is used, the capacitor's ripple current rating can
day on an average, so a ten year life is only 15,000 actual be increased to 2.2A RMS as long as the operating
operating hours. temperature does not exceed 65°C; however, the load life

A capacitor's ripple current multiplier can be used to of the capacitor is still 3,000 hours. Eighteen weeks is a

increase the maximum allowable ripple current, allowing rather short operating life.

smaller size capacitors to be used. However, this method References
of increasing the maximum ripple current rating assumes 1. United Chemi-Con Inc., "Understanding Aluminumload life is kept constant, so it must be used with ex1reme Electrolytic Capacitors."caution. For example, a Nichicon PL series capacitor rated
at 1A RMS at 105°C has a load life of 3,000 hours and a 2. Nichicon (America) Corp., "Technical Notes on Alumi-
ripple current multiplier of 2.2 at 65°C. If the ripple current num Electrolytic Capacitors."

AN46-18 ..L7~E[]~



Capacitor Manufacturers

1. Nichicon (America) Corporation
927 East State Parkway
Schaumburg, IL 60195
(708) 843-7500

2) Sanyo Video Components (USA) Corporation
1201 Sanyo Avenue
San Diego, CA 92073
(619) 661-6322

3) United Chemi-Con, Inc.
9801 West Higgins Road
Rosemount, IL 60018
(708) 696-2000

4) Sprague Electric Company
Aluminum Electrolytic Div.
9800 Kincey Ave. Suite 100
Huntersville, NC 28078
(704) 875-8070
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5) Kemet Electronics
P.O. Box 5928
Greenville, SC 29606
(803) 675-1760

6) Marcon
998 Forest Edge Drive
Vernon Hills, IL 60061
(708) 913-9980

7) Wima
2269 Saw Mill River Rd
Bldg.4C
P.O. Box 217
Elmsford, NY 10523
(914) 347-2474

Measuring RMS Current in SWitching Regulator Filter
Capacitors

One of the most critical parameters on a capacitor's data
sheet is its ripple current rating, specified in RMS current.
The operating ripple current must be accurately deter-
mined in order to select the proper size capacitor. The
current waveforms are usually square or triangular and
their RMS value can bedetermined by either measurement
or an analytical approach.

The preferred method of determining ripple current is to
measure it. This can easily be accomplished using a true-
RMS voltmeter (HP3400A or Fluke 8920A or equivalent)
and a current probe (Tektronix P6021).

Thermally based RMS voltmeters provide the high band-
width and crest factor capability necessary to accurately
measure the RMS current through a filter capacitor. The
RMS voltmeter's bandwidth must exceed 1MHz, since
current transients can exceed 1OOAJ~s.Do not use aver-
age responding or logarithmic based RMS voltmeters.

Most hand held voltmeters are average responding and
only good for low frequency sinewaves, typically under
10kHz. The logarithmic approach measures true RMS, but
bandwidths are limited to well below 1MHz.

There are two types of current probes available: the
traditional AC only probe and the true DC Hall Effect type.
AC only current probes (P6021) use a transformer to
convert current flux into AC signals and have a frequency
response from a few hundred hertz to 60MHz. Therefore,
do not usea P6021 ifthe ripple current waveform hasa low
frequency component. Hall Effect current probes (P6042)
include semiconductors to provide a frequency response
from DCto 50MHz. Both types have saturation limitations
which, when exceeded, cause erroneous results.

The following procedure will accurately determine the
maximum RMS current for a capacitor no matter how
complex the ripple current waveforms are. The current
probe is clipped on the capacitor's lead and the other end
of the probe is connected to the RMS voltmeter. Set the
P6021 terminator to its 10mAlmV scale. It is always a
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good ideato view the current waveform on an oscilloscope
to verify that the converter is working properly before
measuring the RMS voltage. Next, apply maximum load
currentto the output of the regulator. The RMS current can
be calculated by mUltiplying the current probe scale factor
by the RMS voltmeter reading:

IRMS= Scale Factor * VRMSReading
10mAlmV * 100mV = 1A RMS

Vary the switching regulator's input voltage over its entire
operating range. The maximum RMS voltage reading will
be the worst case operating condition for the capacitor.
Select the capacitor based on this RMS current reading.

If a true RMS voltmeter is not available, the RMS current
can be estimated by analyzing the capacitor ripple current
waveform. Capacitor RMS current waveforms vary for
different converter topologies, and between input and
output capacitors.

Figure 81 shows some common filter capacitor wave-
forms and equations used to derive the values of IRMS.
Current waveforms generally fall into one of four cases.
Case 1 is not an actual ripple current waveform, but it is
often used to approximate the RMS current since only two
variables are used. Here, worst case ripple occurs at 50%
duty cycle. Case 2 is the ripple current waveform for an

- - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Figure 81. Typical Filter Capacitor Ripple Current Waveforms



input capacitor for buck, buck-boost, or flyback topology.
Case3 is for an output capacitor for boost, buck-boost, or
f1yback topology. Case 4's waveform is for the input
capacitor for boost and output capacitor for buck mode.

Figure 82 summarizes these equations and shows equa-
tions that can be used to make a quick approximation of
ripple current. Here the RMS current is calculated from
output current and duty cycle. As long as the ratio of IB
over IA is < 2, these equations approximate the RMS
current to within 10% of the actual value.

There exists a little confusion about where zero current is
located on the capacitor's current waveform. Figure 83
shows an input capacitor's ripple current for a buck, buck-
boost and f1ybacktopology. The zero point is always in the
middle since the average current through the capacitor
must be zero, assuming negligible leakage current. The
two shaded areas are equal because the average current
flowing into the capacitor equals the average outgoing
current.
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Figure 83. The Average Current Through the Filter
Capacitor is Zero

In many switching regulator applications the input supply
consists of a 60Hz single phase step-down transformer
followed by a rectifier whose output is smoothed by afilter
capacitor. Figure 84 shows the filter capacitor's ripple
current waveform for afull wave bridge rectifier. The ripple
current flowing through the input capacitor consists ofthe
high frequency switching ripple current superimposed on
the120Hz ripple (trace A). Trace 8 details the content ofthe
100kHz ripple current which is produced by a LT1074
buck switching regulator.

To select the proper size input capacitor, the effects of the
120Hz and the 100kHz ripple current waveforms must be
considered. The best way to determine the input capacitor's

TOPOLOGY FlYBACK BOOST BUCK BUCK·BOOST

CIN ~ [1/+IAOls+ls2 (DC) ( f] IA ~ [1/+ IAols +IS2 (DC) ( )2]
IRMS

o DC 3 --4 IA+ls .J12 DC 3 4 IA+ls

COUT (1-DC)[ 1/+IA;ls +IS
2

(1-
4

DC)(IA+Isf]
IA ~ (1_DC)[IA2+IA;ls+ls2 (1-

4
DC)(IA+1sf]

IRMS' .J12

CIN lOUT0 VOUTt-DC
lOUT~DC-(DC)2

10UToVOUT~1-DC
~ IRMS' V1N DC

0.361
VIN DC

COUT
I~ I~ I~~ IRMS' OUT 1=DC OUT 1=DC 0.361 OUT 1-DC

1'.1 VINoDC (V1N-VOUT)'OC----r;t
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Figure B4. Input Capacitor's Ripple Current Waveform When
Input Supply is a 6DHz Full Wave Bridge Circuit

ripple current is to measure it. A DC current probe must be
used to measure the 120Hz content of the waveform. An
AC current probe can measure the 100kHz ripple but can
not accurately measure the 120Hz ripple since its lower
bandwidth limit is a few hundred hertz. The HP3400A RMS
voltmeter can be used here since its frequency range
extends from 10Hz t010MHz.

Bipolar Power Switch Conduction Losses

Power transistor conduction losses limit power conver-
sion efficiency.ltcan bea substantial limitation when input
voltage is low. Conduction losses include both switch
driver and switch on losses. Switch driver losses occur
because bipolar devices require base current to turn on
and switch on losses are a product of the power transistor
saturation characteristic.

Figure C1 shows the type and location of the power switch
used in the LT1070 step-up (Case 1) and LT1074 step-
down (Case 2) converters. These two switching configu-
rations have different power transistor architectures and
saturation characteristics. The boost circuit, implemented
with an LT1070, uses a ground referred NPN transistor as
the switch device, whereas the buck circuit, implemented
with an LT1074, uses a supply referred composite PNP
high side switch.

Figure C2 shows the saturation characteristics for each
power transistor. The switch voltage drop forthe compos-
ite PNP in the LT1074 (Case 2) is noticeably higherthan the
NPN used in the LT1070 (Case 1) because of the way the
switch is configured.

NPN Switch

Figure C2, Case 1 shows Current vs Voltage Characteris-
tics of the LT1070 NPN power switch. In saturation, the
NPN switch can be modeled as resistance. The slope of the
curve indicates switch on resistance, which is found by
dividing the collector to emitter voltage by the collector
current. The on resistance of the NPN determines both its
voltage drop and power dissipation. The NPN switch
conduction loss can be calculated from:

Pc"" (IRMS)2 • RON (C1)

Another dissipation factor associated with the NPN
transistor is the base drive loss. Driving the base requires
current, resulting in power loss in a driver transistor.

To optimize efficiency, the LT1070 uses a constant beta
drive circuitto control base current. This scheme provides
a base drive that is proportional to the collector current.
The LT1070 operates with a constant beta drive of 40,
which means with a collector current of 5A, the base drive
current would be 125mA, but at Ic=1A, IB is only 25mA.
This technique is very efficient over a wide range of
collector currents.
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Figure C2. Switch Current vs Voltage Characteristics of Bipolar Power Switches

The base drive current is drawn from the input pin of the
LT1070 when the power transistor is on; therefore, driver
losses are duty cycle dependent. The LT1070 dissipation
because of base drive losses becomes:

PDRV= VIN• Isw/40 • DC (C2)
The total LT1070 power dissipation is the sum of the
switch conduction and driver losses and is given by:

PTOT= (IRMS)2. RON+ VIN· IAVG/40 (C3)

At low switch currents and high input voltages, driver
losses dominate; switch losses dominate at low input
voltages and high switch currents.

Composite PNP Switch Conduction losses

Figure C2, Case2 shows the Current vs Voltage Character-
istics of the LT1074 composite PNP power switch. Its
power switch can be modeled by a resistance and a series
offset voltage, typically 1.8V. The fixed 1.8V drop of the
composite switch is made up of 2VBE("'0.75V ea.) drops
across the Darlington-connected NPN and a PNP satura-
tion drop ("'0.3V). The composite PNP power dissipation
can be predicted by the following formula:

PDTOF 1.8V • IAVG+ 0.1n• (IRMS)2 (C4)
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In this case, both the average and RMS current are needed
to calculate power loss. The average current can be used
here since the fixed voltage drop is independent of switch
current.

At low input voltages the switch's fixed voltage loss
degrades efficiency because it makes up a higher percent-
age of the available input supply. Higher input voltages
make the fixed loss a smaller percentage, improving
efficiency.

The composite PNP high gain configuration needs only
SmA of driver current to fully saturate the switch. This
small current introduces negligible loss.

Determining RMS and Average Switch Currents

In order to calculate efficiency, the switch's average and
RMS currents must be determined. Switch current wave-
forms generally look like those of Figure C3. The associ-
ated RMS and average current equations are also given.
Figure C3, Case 1 can be used to make a quick approxima-
tion of switch RMS and average current. Figure C3, Case
2 is the switch current waveform for continuous mode and
Figure C3, Case 3 for discontinuous mode.

Using the thermal RMS voltmeter to measure switch RMS
current as discussed in appendix B will work here, but the
RMS meter must be able to measure DC. The DCcurrent
probe must be properly zeroed! For example, the Fluke
8920A RMS voltmeter will work and the HP 3400Awill not
because it has an AC-coupled input.

- - - - - - - - - -
IRMS = lA .[DC
IAVG =DC .IA

DC =-'-
T

[
1/ +IAOla+la2]

IRMS= DC 3

DC(IA+Ia)
IAVG=-2-

DC=.!-
T

IRMS=IAW

IAVG = DC; IA

DC = +

Case 3. Trapezoid Discontinuous Mode

Figure C3. Typical Switch Current Waveforms



Diode Conduction Losses

The output diode conduction loss is often the major
source of power loss in switching regulators. It exhibits a
forward voltage drop (Vf) which limits efficiency. Effi-
ciency loss due to Vf is most significant at low output
voltages, and should be as low as possible to optimize
efficiency. At high output voltages, the forward voltage
drop's effect on efficiency is small, because it makes up a
very small percentage of output voltage.

For low output voltages, Schottky diodes are recom-
mended over silicon diodes because they have a lower
forward voltage drop for the same current rating. In a
fly back topology with 5V output, a Schottky diode with a
Vf of 0.6V introduces a loss of 12% of the output power;
whereas a silicon diode with a Vf of 1.0V contributes a 20%
loss. However, Schottkys are limited to low voltage appli-
cations since they have low Peak Inverse Voltage (PIV)
limits.

Diode conduction loss can beapproximated by the follow-
ing formula:

PD"" IDAVG• Vf (D1)
IDAVG:Average Diode Current

Vf: Diode forward voltage drop at average peak
diode current (If AVG)

Power loss due to diode leakage current is assumed to be
negligible.

The expression for PD looks simple, but is deceiving
because Vf is a function of the diode's instantaneous
forward current (If), not average diode current (ID AVG).
The dependence of Vf on If is shown in Figure D1.

The value to use for If can be determined by examining the
diode's current waveform. Figure D2 shows atypical diode
current waveform. During the diode on-time, the diode
current (If) is not constant; however, it can be approxi-
mated by taking the average peak diode current (If AVG)
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during this period and is given by Equation D2. This
approximation assumes that the diode forward voltage
drop is relatively linear for the different peak current
values and is reasonably accurate if the ratio of IsilA is less
than three.

The average diode current (ID AVG)can be determined by
using Equation D3. In the boost, fly back and buck-boost
topology the average diode current is equal to the output
current (lOUT), since the diode has to conduct the full
output current. With the buck topology, the average diode
current is only a fraction of the output current; therefore,
it has lower conduction losses then the other converter
topologies for the same output current level.
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The most stressful condition for the output diode is
overload or short circuit conditions. The internal current
limit of the LT1070 is typically 8A at low switch duty
cycles. This is almost a factor of 1.6 higher than the 5A
rated switch current. If full load output current requires
only a fraction of the 5A rated switch current, the ratio of
diode short circuit currentto full load current may bemuch
higher than 2:1. A regulator designed to withstand con-
tinuous short conditions must either use diodes rated for

full short circuit current or it must incorporate some
form of external current limiting.

The boost topology does not provide short circuit protec-
tion, therefore the output diode and inductor can fail if the
output is shorted to ground. If the converter must survive
a short without blowing a fuse, other circuit techniques
must be used.



LT1432High Efficiency Step-down
Switching Regulator Controller

Application Note 46
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DESCRIPTION
The LT1432 is a control chip designed to operate with the
LT1070 family of switching regulators to make a very high
efficiency 5V step-down (buck) sWitching regulator. A
minimum of external components is needed.
Included is an accurate current limit which uses only 60mV
sensevoltage and uses "free" pc board trace material for the
sense resistor. Logic controlled electronic shutdown mode
draws only 15~A battery current. The SWitching regulator
operates down to 6 volts input.

The LT1432 has a logic controlled "burst" mode to achieve
high efficiency at very light load currents (0 to 100mA) such
as memory keep alive. In normal switching mode, the
standby power loss is about 60mW, limiting efficiency at
light loads. In burst mode, standby loss is reduced to
approximately 15mW. Output current in this mode is
typically in the 5-100mA range.
The LT1432 is available in 8-pin surface mount and DIP
packages. The LT1070 family will also be available in a
surface mount version of the 5-pin TO-220 package.

FEATURES
• Accurate preset +5 Volt output
• Up to 90% efficiency
• Optional burst mode for light loads
• Can be used with many LTC switching ICs
• Accurate ultra-low-loss current limit
• Operates with inputs from 6V to 30V
• Shutdown mode draws only 15~A
• Uses small 50~H inductor

• Lap-top and palm-top computers
• Portable data gathering instruments
• DC bus distribution systems
• Battery powered digital widgets
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VIN Pin 30V
V+ Pin 40V
Vc 35V
VUM and VOUTPins 7V
VUM and VOUTPin Differential Voltage O.5V
Diode Pin Voltage 30V
Mode Pin Current (Note 2) 1mA
Operating Ambient Temperature Range O°C to 70°C
Storage Temperature Range -65°C to 150°C
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sec.) 300°C

TOP VIEW ORDER PART
NUMBER"·D·~VOUT 2 7 GND

VIN 3 6 Vc
v. 4 5 DIODE LT1432CN8

LT1432CS8
NSPfoCKAGE

IHfADPlASTICDIP

SBPACKAGE
8-LEADPlASTlCSOIC

Vc=6V. VIN=6V. V+=10V. VDlooe=5V.lc=220!-iA, VLlM=VOUT, VMOOe=OV, TI",25°C
Device is in standanl test loop unless otherwise noted.

PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN TVP MAX UNITS
Regulated output voltage • 4.9 5.0 5.1 V
Output voltage line regulation VIN = 6V to 30V • 5 20 mV
Input supply current (Note 1) V1N= 6V to 30V, V+ = Vin + 4V • 0.3 0.5 mA

Quiescent output load current • 0.9 1.2 mA

Mode pin current VMODE= OV, (Current is out of pin) • 30 50 ~A
VMODE= 5V (shutdown) • 15 30 ~A

Mode pin threshold voltage (normal to burst) IMODE= 1~A out of pin • 0.6 0.9 1.5 V
Vc pin saturation voltage Your = 5.5V (forced) • 0.25 0.45 V
Vc pin maximum sink current Vour = 5.5V (forced) • 0.45 0.8 1.5 mA
Vc pin source current Your = 4.5V (forced) • 40 60 100 ~A
Current limit sense voltage Device in current limit loop 56 60 64 mV
VUM pin current Device in current limit loop (Current is out of pin) • 30 45 70 ~A
Supply current in shutdown Vmode > 3V, Vin < 30V • 15 40 ~A
Burst mode output ripple Device in burst test circuit 100 mVp.p
Burst mode average output voltage Device in burst test circuit • 4.8 5 5.2 V
Clamp diode forward voltage IF= 1mA • 0.5 0.65 V
Startup drive current Your = 4.5V (forced),V+=5V to 25V • 30 45 mA

The. denotes specifications which apply overthe operating temperature Note 2: Breakdown voltage onthe mode pin is lV. External current must be
range. limited to value shown.
Note1: Does not include current drawn by the LT1 070 IC. See operating
parametersin standard circuit.
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